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Print makes your message profitable. 
• $10 in sales for every $1 spent: That’s what  

direct-mail marketing will yield, which is twice 

the return of a television ad. This makes direct 

mail the most effective advertising today..1

• 78% of consumers prefer receiving pro-

motional materials by direct mail over e-mail 

(63%).2

• 66% of direct mail is opened by business 

managers. 9% is redirected to a colleague.3

• Business-to-business receivers of media say 

printed direct mail is more effective than mass 

media and digital/telephone media.4

Print makes your message memorable. 
• Brand recall is substantially lower onscreen 

vs. print. Onscreen information is 20 to 30% 

more difficult to read.3

• Print aids brand awareness by 44%, whereas 

online media aids brand awareness only 37%.5

Print makes your message plausible. 
• What’s wonderful about the internet is that 

it’s so easy for anyone to put good information 

out there. Unfortunately, it’s just as easy to put 

bad information out there. But everyone knows 

that printing requires and investment in time 

and money. And that’s why print makes your 

message far more credible.

• 66% of people surveyed read custom publi-

cations. 80% agree that custom publications 

contain useful information.6

Print makes your message mobile. 
• Before there were cell phones, there was 

print. Your customers can pick it up, read it 

whenever and wherever, take it on a plane, 

save it for future reference or pass it along.

Print makes your message personal. 
• 67% of respondents like getting mail about  

new products from companies they do busi-

ness with.7

• Print enhances your customer experience by 

providing what no electronic media can  —touch  

and feel.

Print makes your message stronger. 
• 120% increase in performance for integrated 

campaigns (television, radio, magazine, and 

outdoor) when direct mail is included.8 ,3

• The best combination of media in driving 

sales is direct mail and national TV advertising 

used together.9

• Online shoppers who received a printed 

catalog are twice as likely to make an online 

purchase. 10

Print makes your message permanent. 
• 24% of readers typically pass an article along 

to someone else, 23% save the article for future 

reference, and 13% visit a related website. 11

• Average subscribers pass along their 

printed issue to an additional 3.6 industry 

decision-makers.12

• The long-lasting nature of print has always 

been a benefit. Print is permanent, which is 

why we often shred documents to dispose of 

them. 13

NEWS

Marketing through electronic 
media may continue to be the 
wave of the future, but designing 
and producing complementary 
print collateral that “stands out in a 
crowd” will contribute significantly 
to an organization’s brand identity, 
customer outreach, and success.

Rethink Print

1Broudy and Romano, Database Printing.
2Print In The Mix.
3Print Power.
4A Comparison of the Effectiveness of Marketing  

Communication Channels.

5Measuring the Effectiveness of Cross Media Campaigns
6Custom Publishing Review’s 2006 Annual Report
7Rochester Institute of Technology Printing Industry Center
8The Print Council
9Journal of Advertising Research study

10comScore
11Magazine Publishers of America survey
12BPA Pass Along Audit of Ziff davis Media’s eWeek Magazine
13Dr. Joe Webb, WhatTheyThink.com
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NEWS

New $100 bill has sophisticated 3-D forgery protection

The eye-catching features of the redesigned $100 bill include a 3-D ribbon that runs 

from top to bottom. It contains images of $100 and the Liberty Bell which appear 

to move when the bill is tilted. The bill also has a portrait watermark, a second 

security thread, and a Liberty Bell image that turns from copper to a green 

color when tilted. The bell appears to disappear depending on the angle from 

which it's viewed. And the face of the bill shows a ghostly image of a quill 

pen. Because there are more than half a trillion "Benjamins" in circulation 

around the world, it has been a prime target for counterfeiters, usually 

from criminal gangs. There is evidence linking the most realistic and 

dangerous counterfeits with the North Korean government, whose goal is 

to weaken the American economy. These two threats are behind the dramatic 

changes in the $100 bill. Benjamin Franklin designed the country's first paper 

money. Continental dollars were used in the American Revolution to help pay for 

the war. On many of the bills, this warning was printed: "To counterfeit is DEATH."

ROBOCARS?

Breaking Benjamins

 Robocars could revolutionize transportation in the next decade: No drivers needed
Driverless cars sound like something out of sci-

ence fiction, but they are predicted to be avail-

able just a decade from now. It's not surprising 

when you consider that you can buy a car in 

2010 that can steer itself, accelerate and brake 

to maintain a safe driving distance from cars 

ahead, and detect and avoid collisions with other 

cars on all sides. 

Driverless cars were demonstrated in 1997 on a 

California freeway. Eight cars successfully oper-

ated one car length apart at 65 miles per hour, 

according to a Wall Street Journal story. 

In 2007, six cars negotiated the Defense Ad-

vanced Research Projects Agency Urban Chal-

lenge and followed all traffic rules in an urban 

environment with other vehicles. At the event, 

the General Motors vice president of research 

predicted that driverless cars would be on the 

road by 2018. If this comes true, we could have 

a completely driverless system in place by 2036, 

say Journal experts. The obstacles are legal, not 

technological. 

This summer, Volkswagen will demonstrate its 

technology by running a driverless Audi at racing 

speeds up the twisting Pikes Peak road.  VW's 

new global positioning systems can keep cars 

within two centimeters of their desired positions 

on streets and highways. 

Driverless cars have advantages over cars of 

today. Computer reactions are faster. Driverless 

cars can safely operate more closely together, 

potentially tripling highway throughput. This 

would eliminate traffic congestion and reduce 

the need for new road construction. Even more 

important, driverless vehicles will bring mobility 

to all. Not everyone is physically capable of driv-

ing a car and passing the driver's test. If state 

and local authorities work with car makers to set 

standards and work on the transition, driverless 

commuting and travel will become reality. 

The cities would install wireless communication 

systems at major intersections and highways, 

which would be much less costly than building 

additional roads and high-speed rail systems to 

handle traffic. 
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DRIVING IS SAFER...             ...but safety still depends on the driver
Cars have changed since Ralph Nader 
wrote his highway safety book, Unsafe At 
Any Speed. In 1966, 51,524 people died in 
traffic accidents, or about 5.98 deaths per 
100 million miles driven.

In 2008, there were 37,261 deaths, or 1.27 
per 100 million miles driven, a huge reduc-
tion from 1966. The number of deaths 
declined again in 2009 to 33,963, an 8.9 
percent reduction from the previous year. 
Fatalities have fallen every year since 2005.

Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood says 
that’s good news, but nothing for the indi-
vidual driver to become complacent about.

Check these safety factors:
• The most important player in safety is still 
the individual driver. Those who keep their 
hands on the wheel (instead of holding a 
phone or a hamburger) and focus on the 
road are more likely to stay safe.

• Highway engineering improvements have 
helped. They include median barriers to 
prevent head-on collisions, rumble strips 
and strips on the sides of roads to alert 
drivers that they are running off the road.

• Improvements in vehicles have reduced 
fatalities. They include safety features 
such as anti lock brakes, stability control 
systems,  

rollover protection and side air bags.

• Buick, Ford, Lincoln, Volvo, Infinity and 
others offer blind-spot detectors that acti-
vate flashing lights to indicate vehicles in 
the blind spot.

•Many vehicles now have a Power Pedal 
system that helps the car stop if the engine 
accelerates on its own.

• Because of strict laws, there are fewer 
drunk drivers on the road.

In the end, when you are behind the wheel, 
driving safely is the best protection. Statis-
tics are down, but far too many people are 
still being killed on our highways. You don’t 
have to be one of them.

Atlantic hurricane 
season gears up

Windows being boarded up. Supplies selling out at hardware 

and grocery stores. Interstates and back roads packed with cars.

That’s what happens when people hear a dangerous tropical 

storm is forming in the Atlantic, endangering the eastern or gulf 

shores of the United States. While hurricanes may hit at any 

time, certain times of the year generate the most storms. June 

1 issues in the beginning of the 2010 hurricane season in the 

Atlantic Ocean.

The season of 2009 was a mild one for the United States. Only 

Hurricane Ida and Tropical Storm Claudette came ashore. The year 2010 could be very differ-

ent. Early predictions are that more hurricanes and tropical storms will come ashore.

The position of El Niño, a climatic fluctuation, is important in these determinations. El Niño 

produces warm Pacific waters and upper wind levels that do not favor hurricane formation.  El 

Niño’s position off the coast of South America cooled waters in the Atlantic in 2009 which also 

inhibited hurricanes. The current El Niño is expected to dissipate by the 2010 season, possibly 

causing the waters of the Atlantic to warm, which would increase the possibility of storms.

Scientists from the Colorado State University’s Tropical Meteorology Project, in an early fore-

cast, have indicated a warm sea surface in the North Atlantic during 2010. It’s not good news.

Due to improved tracking of storms and their projected paths, the U.S. National Hurricane 

Center will be able to announce storm watches and warnings 12 hours earlier than last year. 

This will give residents in coastal areas more time to evacuate.

Remember that 
if a hurricane 
is forecast and 
you are asked to 
evacuate, leaving 
the area is the 
only safe plan.
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Gam Printers, Inc. takes 
delivery of a RICOH pro 
c900 digital

COLOR PRINTER FROM IKON

State-of-the-art color production system en-

ables commercial printing company to better 

meet customer digital printing needs

MALVERN, Pa. – November 2009 – IKON 

Office Solutions, Inc., a Ricoh company, today 

announced that GAM Printers, Inc of Sterling, 

Virginia, has installed a RICOH Pro C900 

digital color printer, giving them the versatil-

ity, superior quality and fast turnaround times 

needed to meet their customers’ wide range 

of variable data and creative design and print-

ing needs.

Serving the Washington D.C./Northern Virginia 

area for 33 years, GAM specializes in creating 

business-related print materials for medium-

to large-sized businesses – everything from 

stationery and business forms to brochures, 

newsletters, posters and promotional prod-

ucts. GAM also offers full graphic design, 

bindery and finishing, and mailing and fulfill-

ment services, making them a true “one-stop 

shop” for their customers’ visual communica-

tion needs.

“At GAM, we un-

derstand how critical 

printed materials are to 

our customers’ ability to 

promote their products 

and services,” explains 

Nathaniel Grant, 

President, GAM Print-

ers. “Having provided 

quality design, printing 

and mailing services for 

33 years, GAM provides 

our customers with 

everything they need 

to move their visual communication projects 

from concept to delivery.”

As part of their ability to meet customer 

needs, GAM recently purchased a RICOH Pro 

C900, which provides them with versatile im-

aging with exceptional color. “Digital printing 

produces smaller quantities of high-resolution 

color, and is an important and ever-growing 

segment in the commercial print market,” 

says Grant. “The RICOH Pro C900 gives us 

the ability to design creative, targeted, cus-

tomized solutions, including flyers, postcards, 

and brochures, all at an attractive price point 

for our customers.”

Engineered to meet the demanding needs of 

the production print environment, the RICOH 

Pro C900 represents an advance in efficiency 

and productivity, combining consistent 1200 

dpi output with 90 pages-per-minute speed. 

It utilizes Ricoh’s new image processing tech-

nology for unsurpassed quality and quick turn-

around times, and can handle a wide range of 

media, including weight ranges up to 110 lb. 

cover. Its modular design enables a number of 

input and output configurations, and it offers 

many production tools for advanced page pro-

gramming requirements, such as tabs, inserts, 

covers and chapter breaks.

“The color quality of the RICOH Pro C900 is 

simply outstanding,” says Grant. “We’ve re-

ally put the machine through its paces, and it 

has come through every time. The registration 

on the RICOH Pro C900 is simply unbeliev-

able. We have never had an image press that 

can register 100# paper on both sides without 

a problem. People cannot tell the difference 

between the quality of its output versus offset 

print. Our customers have been thrilled with 

its results.”

The RICOH Pro C900 

is designed to have 

extremely low mainte-

nance requirements, 

and is backed by 

IKON’s team of locally 

based service and 

support professionals, 

along with a team of 

color and production 

specialists. IKON has 

What’s ne
NEWS

The RICOH Pro C900 has 
helped our customers utilize 
color in their visual communi-
cations where they only used 
black and white before.
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About GAM
At GAM, we understand how critical printed 

materials are to your ability to promote your 

products and services. Having provided quality 

design, printing and mailing services for more 

than 33 years, we can give you everything you 

need to move your projects from concept to 

delivery.

We provide:

• Marketing Strategies

• Graphic Design

• Printing (Offset and Digital)

• Large Format (Signage and Vehicle 
Wraps)

• Bindery and Special Finishes

• Mailing Services

About IKON
IKON Office Solutions, Inc. (www.ikon.com), 

a Ricoh company, is a leading provider of 

innovative document management systems 

and services, enabling customers to improve 

document workflow and increase efficiency. 

IKON integrates copiers, printers and MFP 

technologies, and document management 

software and systems, to deliver tailored, 

high-value solutions, implemented and sup-

ported by its team of services professionals. 

IKON leverages the manufacturing and engi-

neering expertise of Ricoh, a more than $20 

billion global technology innovator, with the 

experience and reach of its locally based sales 

and services teams, to provide end-to-end 

solutions and one of the industry’s broadest 

portfolios of document management services, 

including on-site and off-site managed ser-

vices,  technical service and support,  and 

customized  workflow design  

and implementation.

IKON Office Solutions®, IKON: Document Efficiency 

at Work®, are trademarks of IKON Office Solutions, 

Inc. All othertrademarks are the property of their 

respective owners.

LEATHERETTE WEEKLY 
POCKET PLANNER

Add a touch of class to the business 
day and keep your employees organized 
with this weekly Pocket planner! Display 
your logo with pride to your customers, 
associates and employees. Pricing 
includes one color imprint, one location. 
Pricing good if ordered by August 15th.

THIRD QUARTER 
SPECIALS

QTY 
100  $7.86 each
250  $6.86 each 
500  $6.13 each
1000  $5.59 each

www.graphicsandmarketing.com 
Phone: 703.450.4121

Fax: 703-450-5311

many years of experience in meeting and 

exceeding the demands of corporate print 

centers and commercial print businesses. In 

addition, IKON customers can maximize their 

color solutions by engaging with IKON’s color 

and production specialists, and its Profession-

al Services team, who can provide customers 

with a suite of services and application devel-

opment, including variable data integration for 

marketing and personalized communications, 

advanced color management, forms design, 

data stream conversion and custom workflow 

solutions to help improve productivity, reduce 

turnaround time, and increase effectiveness.

It is this kind of support that led GAM to 

purchase their RICOH Pro C900 through IKON. 

“We are a first-time IKON customer, and from 

the beginning, IKON has been with us every 

step of the way, from our decision to purchase 

the RICOH Pro C900 through the delivery, set 

up and training,” says Grant.

“The service side of IKON has been impres-

sive as well. Our service technicians are 

incredibly responsive and they are very knowl-

edgeable about the RICOH Pro C900.”

“With its superior quality, high speeds and 

state-of-the-art workflow applications, the 

RICOH Pro C900 sets a new standard in color 

digital print quality and productivity,” explains 

Spencer Adamson,Vice President, Produc-

tion Solutions and Commercial Print, IKON 

Office Solutions. “It is a terrific solution for 

customers like GAM, who utilize it for the 

creative design and efficient production of the 

materials they create for their customers to 

communicate and market their businesses.”

“The RICOH Pro C900 has helped our cus-

tomers utilize color in their visual communica-

tions where they only used black and white 

before,” says Grant. “It gives us more options 

to fulfill our customers’ printing and marketing 

solutions needs at more attractive prices than  

ever before.”
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PROBLEMS WITH  
ENERGY DRINKS
Most energy drinks contain tons of caf-

feine, sugar and herbal supplements such 

as taurine. It’s OK to drink one as long as it 

has about the same amount of caffeine as a 

couple cups of coffee and about the same 

amount of sugar as a can of soda. Many 

contain much higher amounts plus other 

substances. They can cause faster heartbeat, 

irritability, nervousness, nausea and sleep 

problems.

Ingesting the massive amounts of caffeine 

in two or more energy drinks can trigger 

abnormal heart rhythms.

If consumed along with alcohol, when you 

are dehydrated, or consumed quickly before 

a sporting event, they are dangerous. Faint-

ing or a heart attack could occur, say doctors 

at the Mayo Clinic.

YOUNG ADULTS’ HEALTH
A report from the National Center for Health 

Statistics shows the health of young adults 

age 18 to 29 has not improved in the last 15 

years. In some areas, such as obesity, they 

are less healthy.

One-third are obese and another third are 

overweight. Many don’t exercise.

Some 30 percent do not have health insur-

ance, and almost a third of young men are 

smokers. One quarter of them admit to binge 

drinking once a month in the past year.

Most young adults appear to be healthy now, 

but the long-term effects of their habits could 

cause problems later.

 

AVOIDING FOOT 
PROBLEMS
Corns and calluses are common foot prob-

lems. Corns are smaller and develop on the 

tops and sides of toes. Calluses form on the 

sole of the foot or heel. 

The usual causes are ill-fitting shoes. Chang-

ing to comfortable shoes can often make 

them go away because the rubbing that 

causes them is eliminated.

Nonmedicated corn or callus pads cushion 

them from friction, allowing time for them to 

diminish in size.

Gradually rubbing calluses with a pumice 

stone will reduce their size. Never try to 

shave down a callus. Cutting into it could 

lead to infection.

Tips on staying 

THIRD QUARTER 
SPECIALS

LEATHERETTE DESK PAD
Let clients, associates or employee’s decorate their 
desks with your logo and your colors! These popular 
calendars lie flat on the desk and have large daily blocks 
for planning. A great advertising tool for any business!  
Pricing includes one color imprint, one location.

gam®|mag    Summer 2010

QTY  
100  $8.41 each 
500  $7.27 each
250  $7.55 each 
1000  $7.12 each

www.graphicsandmarketing.com 
Phone: 703.450.4121

Fax: 703-450-5311

TRIBECA ROLLER BALL
Looking for stunning corporate giveaways? 
Check out this standard European black roller 
ball Pen with soft grip for writing comfort. 
This writing instrument comes with a separate 
gift box sure to make any executive feel 
special. Pricing includes one location  
Laser engraving. 

QTY 
96  $7.94 each 
150  $7.37 each
1000  $6.82 each
2500  $6.44 each

TIME MASTER PLANNER
Give a gift that people will use 365 days a year or 
more! Not only is the Time Master Planner useful 
to recipients, it builds good will because they will 
look forward to your new planner each year! Pricing 
includes one color one location foil stamping.

QTY 
100  $27.07 each 
250 $26.37 each
500  $26.13 each 
1000  $26.01 each
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Statistics for the 2000s aren’t in yet, but in the previous decade, an average of 371 
people per year died of heat-related illnesses. 

People suffer heat exhaustion or heat stroke when their bodies can’t cool themselves 

enough by sweating. Body temperatures can rise rapidly. A very high body temperature 

can cause brain damage, according to Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

In addition to heat, humidity is a factor, because sweat won’t evaporate fast enough to 

allow the body to cool. At highest risk for heat-related illnesses are children up to age four 

and the elderly. Also at risk are the obese, people with a fever, and those who have dehy-

dration, heart disease, sunburn, poor circulation, or drinking alcoholic beverages.

Heat exhaustion can lead to heat stroke if not treated. It causes extreme fatigue, 

muscle aches, nausea and fever. There may be rapid pulse, clammy skin and vomiting. 

Those with symptoms should move to a cooler place and drink lots of liquids. If not recov-

ered within 30 minutes, they should go to the emergency room.

Heat stroke can be fatal. If treatment is delayed, the death rate is up to 80 percent. With 

treatment, only 10 percent die. Symptoms include body temperature that can reach up to 

110 degrees, confusion, racing pulse, convulsions and loss of consciousness. Symptoms 

can develop over several days or strike during a single burst of strenuous activity.

Call an ambulance. While waiting for it, get the person out of the heat, cool him by fan-

ning with a towel or newspaper, sprinkle him with water, and elevate the feet to direct 

blood back toward the head. If the person is conscious, offer fluids.

HEAT-RELATED ILL-
NESS CAN BE DEADLY:        
IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU

Prevention
If you will be working or     
exercising in a hot environ-
ment, the CDC says: Pace 
yourself. Start slowly and pick 
up the pace gradually. If your 
heart begins to pound and you 
are short of breath, stop all 
activity. Get into a cool area or 
at least into the shade. Rest, 
especially if you are light-
headed or confused and feel 
faint. Drink liquids.

7
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Ready, Set, GO!

THIRD QUARTER 

SPECIALSCLIC STIC PENS
Maximize your message by creating a completely 
custom look. With over 300 color combinations this 
Clic Stic pen is sure to stand out! 
Pricing includes one color imprint, one location. 

 QTY
 300  .70 each
 500  .65 each
 1000  .61 each
 2500  .60 each

Taking a brisk walk or working in the garden can make you feel 
good now, but doing aerobic exercise every day could turn back 
the clock on aging by 12 years.

According to a report in the British Journal of Sports Medicine, 

vigorous walking for an hour a day five days a week can increase 

your maximal oxygen intake by as much as 25 percent in just three 

months. For seniors, that could also mean years of independence.

The University of Toronto reviewed 30 studies on the relationship 

between aerobic activity, aging and maximal oxygen intake, known 

as VO2max. Marathon runners have a rating of 80, while the aver-

age 40-year-old man with no endurance training might score 35 

to 40. Women averaged 5 points lower. With age, VO2max de-

clines about 5 points per decade. At 18 points for men and 15 

for women, a person is likely to lose functional independence.

Aerobic activity such as vigorous walking can slow or reverse 

the decline. The longer you keep at it, the greater the gains 

in turning back the loss. The intensity of the exercise can 

speed up gains in VO2max.

Aerobic activity can add 12 good years to your life 

HEALTH

www.graphicsandmarketing.com 
Phone: 703.450.4121

Fax: 703-450-5311

GO GREEN WITH THE KRAFT
GEO JOTTER WITH PEN
Promotional Giveaways Worthy of Note 
While e-mail and texting may be the fastest, electronic 
communication is no substitute for pen and paper. When your 
customers need to write, V-Natural™ Kraft Geo Jotters make the 
most-used and appreciated promotional gifts and trade show 
giveaways. Earth-friendly, they’re made from 50% post-consumer 
recycled materials - a promotional product made from materials 
that would otherwise end up in a landfill. Add a custom imprint of 
your company logo and be recognized as a business that cares 
about the environment while helping others stay organized. 

FREE SET UP FOR ONE COLOR IMPRINT, ONE LOCATION IF 
PURCHASED BEFORE SEPT 1ST. 

QTY 
250  $2.38 each 
500  $2.28 each
1000  $2.08 each 
2500  $1.88 each 
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Small business owners are discovering that hiring an intern can solve a 

temporary hiring squeeze. Interns are generally happy to trade experience for 

expensive salaries. 

It's something of a trade off, because to do it right requires a certain amount of 

time by the owner or manager. But in return, these bright young people could 

contribute to projects and inject new ideas and energy. You might even discover 

an early-career talent you will want to hire later on. 

Be sure to interview them or at least conduct a telephone interview so you un-

derstand the candidates and can carve out a role for them. Each one is different. 

Some interns work for college credit and receive no pay. Others work for far 

less than a newly hired employee would receive. 

At the start, explain the rules of work as you would to any new worker including 

the dress code, the advance notice needed for time off, and that they must 

have a professional manner at work. To make them feel welcome, give them 

their own desks, computers and telephones. 

Talk with them about their expectations and interests. Try to give them experi-

ence in those areas, whether they be in marketing, production, programming 

or a broad interest in company operations. They are eager to learn. Having just 

finished the year in college, it comes naturally to them. 

If they are working for school credit, make sure you know what the school 

expects. Make sure interns spend no more than a fraction of their time filing or 

running errands. 

Sometimes the school intends to ask interns what they learned about a certain 

subject. If that's the case, put them in that area for at least part of the time they 

are with you. 

Interns who communicate well can work part of the time in customer service. 

Some interns can help with research. Let them attend meetings with the staff 

and with customers. 

Spend time with them and ask what they want to learn in order to keep them 

engaged and interested.

The ins and outs of hiring a 
low-pay or no-pay intern

FYI:
Top meeting annoyances
In one of USA Today's snapshot surveys, 100 
small business owners with fewer than 100 em-
ployees said the following were the top business 
meeting annoyances. Attendees having unre-
lated side conversations was the top annoyance, 
followed by checking personal email at 64 per-
cent; zoning out at 54 percent; checking sports at 
51 percent, and reading unrelated material at 48 
percent. Some of those interviewed named two 
or more annoyances.

The office sneaker
If you walk a few blocks to and from the train, 
then walk long halls at work, wouldn't it be nice 
to wear a sneaker? They are allowed in most 
offices and come in every color and design, but 
if you want to look serious on the job, the black 
sneaker will serve you best. Bloomberg Business 
Week suggests the Adidas Stan Smith shoe. It 
comes in matte-finish black ($60 at www.Adidas. 
com) and is made of Argentine leather that 
always looks smooth and uncreased. It looks like 
a real shoe rather than a gym shoe. Some tips 
on how to wear them: don't wear cuffed pants; 
always wear socks, and keep them clean  
and unscuffed.

Upgrading your temp status
Companies are cautiously increasing their 
numbers of employees. To determine if people 
will be right for the jobs, they hire a temporary 
workers. If you're one of them but want to get 
on the regular payroll, you need to prove that 
replacing you would not be a good move. To 
increase your value, it helps if you can come 
up with ideas that could improve the operation. 
After you have done your job well for a couple of 
weeks, let your temporary employer know that 
you would like to stay with the company. Those 
who have skills that are not being fully utilized, 
but could be used by the company in the future, 

ETC.,  
ETC.

WORK

What’s ne
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About a third of U.S. companies have discovered that employees will try 

to get healthier for a cash reward. People will lose weight or get fit in 

order to qualify for $100 or more in prize money. 

One example: At OhioHealth, a hospital chain whose workers were over-

weight, employees got pedometers and were paid for walking. Rewards 

were up to $500. Half of the 9,000 employees signed up and many now 

say they need a smaller size in clothes. 

Such programs have two benefits. They decrease employees' risk of 

obesity, heart disease and diabetes. And in the long run, they could make 

a dent in the estimated $45 billion or more in annual health-care costs. Ac-

cording to The Conference board, that's the total employers pay for lost 

labor and health care for obese employees. 

Are all programs working? The average weight loss in programs studied 

by Cornell University was about one pound. In another study, a $200 

reward tripled quit-smoking rates. 

A University of Pennsylvania study showed that workers who took part in 

a bond program lost an average of four pounds after 16 weeks. Workers 

bet on themselves by depositing the money and didn't want to lose it.

Is it worth the
WEIGHT?

THIRD QUARTER 
SPECIALS

www.graphicsandmarketing.com 
Phone: 703.450.4121

Fax: 703-450-5311
HYDRA 
COLLAPSIBLE 
COOLER
Something Cool That Everyone  
Will Use
Golf outings, employee picnics, 
football or soccer games...this Flexi-
Freeze™ Hydra Collapsible Cooler 
is ready for anything. Place your 
company logo or imprinted message 
on the front and your advertising 
message will be seen virtually 
anywhere. Its collapsible, zippered 
design keeps it ready to pack-up-and-
go to the park or out to the ball game. 

FREE SET UP FOR ONE COLOR IMPRINT, ONE LOCATION IF PURCHASED BEFORE 
SEPT 1ST. 
Pricing includes one color imprint, one location

QTY  
50  $13.96 each  100  $13.57 each  
250   $13.34 each

POLY PRO DRAWSTRING TOTE
Constructed from economical non-woven material available in ten 
fantastic colors, making it easy to find the right match for your 
message. Plus, with a double drawcord and reinforced corners, 
this tote maximizes your advertising dollar with a promotional item 
that has decorative style and durable function day in and day out. 

FREE SET UP FOR ONE COLOR IMPRINT, ONE LOCATION IF 
PURCHASED BEFORE SEPT 1ST. 

Pricing includes one color imprint, 
one location.
   
 QTY  

250 $1.94 each  
500 $1.86 each
1000 $1.83 each
2500 $1.80 each
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Teams are formed to solve a problem or create a program. 
It’s important work and often has a time-sensitive deadline 
involved. Even in the best of companies, however, team deci-

sions can get stuck in the works. When that happens, the entire 

decision-making process can stall. The question put forth by 

consultants Bain and Company is "Who has the Big D?" In other 

words, who has the responsibility to make a final decision and 

how should he or she arrive at it. Quoted in the Harvard Business 

Review, Bain consultants Paul Rogers and Marcia Blenko devel-

oped an approach called RAPID. Here's how it works: 

• R is for recommend. The team first decides which members 

should recommend a course of action. These members make a 

proposal or recommend alternatives. 

• A is for agree. Others on the team are asked to agree to a 

recommendation before it moves forward. 

• P stands for power. An executive or team member who exer-

cises veto power must present an alternative plan. Few people 

have the veto power. 

• I is for input. Those with input responsibilities provide all 

necessary and relevant information. The final decision will be 

grounded by evaluating facts rather than seeking opinions. 

• D, the Big D, stands for the final decision. After all other 

steps have been completed, the decision comes down to one 

person. That person is the only one to decide. The RAPID 

method has been used by companies in national and global busi-

nesses. They have found that it works and saves valuable time. 

The consultants at Bain also say that those who will have to live 

with the decision should help to design it. Next time you are part 

of a new team, you might consider the RAPID approach.

MANAGING YOUR 
TEAM 

More effective teams use the 
RAPID concept

WORK
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Consider the chance of success for people who never went beyond the 

eighth grade, never drove a car or had electricity. 

That describes the simple lifestyle of the Amish people. But it turns out that 

they have a greater chance of success in a new business than the non-Amish. 

U.S. Department of Labor figures show their five-year failure rate is less than 5 

percent, compared to 44 percent of small businesses in the United States over 

a four-year period. In his new book, Success Made Simple: An Inside Look at 
Why Amish Businesses Thrive, author Erik Wesner tells what he learned while 

living with the Amish for three years. For example:  

• The simplicity of their lifestyle carries over to an employer's relationship 
with his employees. Owners say, "I would never ask an employee to do some-

thing I would be unwilling to do myself." Sometimes they will work right beside 

their workers and may do part of the dirtiest work themselves. One boss says 

this aligns their interests with his. 

Another Amish construction boss occasionally takes all of his workers out to 

breakfast, and they are paid for the time. While turnover is high in the construc-

tion industry, most of his workers have been with him for nine years or more.

• A rigorous work ethic is the norm. Sometimes bosses and workers rise in 

the wee hours of a morning to be on a construction job on time. 

• The book shows the importance of cultivating strong relationships with 
employees, customers and other business owners. It illustrates the creation 

of long-term goals, taking the welfare of others into account, and maintaining 

personal integrity. Wesner gives take-away ideas in a 10-point summary at the 

end of each chapter. 

Success Made Simple: An Inside Look at Why Amish Businesses Thrive by 

Erik Wesner, 256 pages.

BOOK REVIEW
What modern businesses could learn from the 

WORK

Horse-drawn buggies are the main mode of transportation for the Amish.

According to BusinessWeek:

• Let them know how they are doing. 

• Schedule at least two performance reviews 
each year. 

• Keep them upbeat, setting goals you want them 
to reach and skills you want them to acquire. 

• Be involved in employee development.

• Be fair. Don’t have favorites and treat some bet-
ter than others. Develop trust and you will have 
more enthusiastic people.

• Back them up. If a plan or program you initiated 
doesn’t work, take part of the responsibility. Don’t 
lay it off on those who couldn’t make it work.

• Give special rewards to those who have per-
formed outstandingly. Make the reward fit the 
deed or performance. It will be motivating, not 
only to the one who received it, but to others who 
know they could be rewarded for an outstanding 
accomplishment.

• Work on problems calmly and in a business-like 
manner. Attack the problem, not the individual 
involved.

• Tell the truth about the business’s circumstanc-
es. Work diligently if you expect your people to 
do the same. Always show honesty and integrity. 
When you do these things, you are on your way 
to becoming a great leader.

SuggestionBox.com

It allows customers to post ideas. Employees can 
rate the suggestions. The service offers a widget 
you can add to your Web site to direct customers 
to the suggestion box. Remember, even if a lot of 
customers make the same suggestion, it might 
not be right for you, according to INC. 

 How to be  
a better boss
Managers can keep morale high, 
improve employee performance, 
and promote trust

READ 
OF THE 
MONTH
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How to solve  
wordoku puzzles:
To solve this wordoku, you only need logic and patience. Only 

the center (gray strip) forms a word, the rest of the blanks do not 

necessarily form words. 

First, make a list of all the letters shown in the grid. (In this case, 

they are O, L, E, A, N, S, T, C, I.) Make sure that each 3x3 square 

region has one of these letters with only one occurrence of each 

letter in each region. 

Each column and row of the large grid must have only one 

instance of the letters in the grid.

Hint: The shaded across word is coastline.

Letter Logic  
Wordoku

PLAY

Across
1. Thwack
4. Kind of rule
7. Chinese dollar
9. “The Last of the

Mohicans” girl
10. Descartes’s

“therefore”
11. “That hurt!”
12. Seeds used in

cooking
14. “Chicago” lyricist
15. Demagnetize
19. Opera star
20. Fly in the ointment
22. Squirrel’s nest
23. ___ sandwich
24. Big ___ Conference
25. Ottoman governor

Down
1. “See ya!”
2. Couple’s pronoun
3. Summon by beeper
4. Pout
5. Tolkien creatures
6. “___, humbug!”
8. Corsage
9. Burn
13. Attorneys’ org.
15. Acute
16. All square
17. Give the cold shoulder
18. Not crazy
19. “Silent Spring”

subject
21. In high spirits

‘What's up, Doc?’    
         Crossword
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